HAD MEETING TODAY WITH SERVICES CIPHER POLICY COMMITTEE. OFFER OF ECM OFFICIALLY AND GRATIFYINGLY ACCEPTED THEREFORE CAN YOU START AT ONCE TO HAVE NAVY BEGIN REHABILITATION AVAILABLE MACHINES. ALSO SHOULD START SEARCH FOR 16'6'S TO GO WITH THEM. THESE SHOULD BE EQUIPPED WITH INTERLOCK.

2. ON SUBMARINE PROBLEM ROYAL NAVY A LITTLE RELUCTANT DROP THEIR IDEA 1-TIME PAD INSTEAD OF LUCIFER FOR NATO USE. HOWEVER THEY WILL GO ALONG IF WE CAN PROMISE NEW ROTORS SOON. THEREFORE PLEASE INVESTIGATE POSSIBILITY MAKING NEW SET ON 10 CORES AND RINGS TO REPLACE 2811 ROTORS. THIS NEW SET WOULD BE USED WITH 3974-7 EFFECTIVE APPROXIMATELY 11 JULY IF CAN BE DONE. NEED ANSWER ON THIS SOON. CONSIDER ACCORDING TO LATEST US NAVY THINKING THAT IS NOT NECESSARY PROVIDE COMPLETE CLASS 3 DISTRIBUTION COMBINED SUBMARINE
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KEYS AND PROBABLY 500 TOTAL SETS WOULD BE AMPLE. THIS APPARENTLY FROM NAVY LETTER ON ECM WHICH SCUYLER WROTE AND SHOWED ME COPY. PLEASE CONFIRM THIS.

3. USE OF SUCH ECMS REMAINING FOR HIGH LEVEL COMBINED COMMUNICATION AGREED AND WILL BE SUBJECT OF LATER PLAN.

4. FROM ALL SOURCES NATO KITTY NOW INCLUDES GRAND TOTAL 1896 CCM NOT COUNTING 200 WE ARE MAKING. TOTAL ARRIVED AT AS FOLLOWS: FROM UK SUBS 125, FROM US SUBS 250, BY LIMITING TYPEX - SIMPLEX TO TRUE FIRST LEVEL 135 (THIS I WILL EXPLAIN MORE FULLY LATER) AGREEING CCM FOR WEATHER 100 (CONVERTED TYPE) NOW EARMARKED FNC WEATHER (OUR GAIN FROM ATTACHES 150, ALREADY ALLOTED 943, SET ASIDE 193 OR WEATHER. OF THIS TOTAL LAST FIGURE 193 DEFINITELY COMMITED TO WEATHER RESERVE AND NOT GENERAL NATO ISSUE. THEREFORE TOTAL FOR GENERAL NATO USE IS 1703 OR 760 MORE THAN NOW PROVIDED WITH POSSIBILITY OF 200 MORE US. THESE FIGURES WILL BE PRESENTED SACEUR AND SACLANT WHEN THEY ARE HERE ON 12 DEC WITH RECOMMENDATION THEY BE EQUALLY DIVIDED BETWEEN NAVIES AND ARMY-AIR FORCES. UK GENERALLY AGREES PRINCIPAL OF SPOT DISTRIBUTION WHICH OF COURSE MADE MORE PALATABLE BY INCREASE IN AGREED ANYTHING BEYOND THEM SHOULD BE HELD IN RESERVE.
5. On this subject Brutus I made the statement our reaction to British Chiefs of Staff message will be unfavorable and that we prefer continue Adonis plan unless as already stated it is proved impossible, even if this means some delay. I mentioned very briefly possibility of partial implementation. All of this got absolutely no visible reaction. Two obvious reasons for preferring Brutus were mentioned but without vehemence. Incidentally AFSAM 7 has not yet arrived.

6. This for Shaw. Have your Ailiem L319 and will do.

Mail not yet arrived and is very slow. Will you therefore brief paper page prepared on Natex and send me by message. I will need it Monday. On Rollick alarm consists of compare Brutus be switch CINF machine on 30 consecutive characters of like or completely opposite plain to cipher match. On running key cipher if security evaluation is available please send by mail.